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[First] auditory note: 
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“[D]ysfunction” sounds a lot like dis-infection [not sure if the latter is a word; but it certainly makes 

sense as word, and that’s word enough; says who/says whom] 

“[D]ysfunction” [when does it approximately and or equal] dis-infection 

From colloquial tongue application literal translation of dis-infection (implies) diss-infection  

Points us to especially myth-ed at pop 80s culture as in the 1980s has this been verified as the actual 

culture of what might be a literal and-or procreation of the diss, … [alpha] 

Which is it … ? {almost rapid literary inference-ment}  

Its “prevent[ive]” measure addresses what demonstrates severe discomfort 

In essential is severe discomfort a form of like torture [?] 

and so it {what, which is it …} is an anti-torture [uh, medicine] 

 

The catch in literary inference is that association of with “asthma” What if, and perhaps this is so, this 

prevention needed for symptoms/experiences are only the same as the experience of “asthma” but 

there is a tertiary necessary follow-up difference to propagate into “asthma” this would have an analogy 

reference to actualized criminology. Where it intersects with medicine and-or is medicine from an 

academic scholar stand-point[e]:  is of course over-diagnosis of “asthma” is not criminal non-r., when 

this has a sense of medicinal for the [any?] sufferer-s protective effect/affect … and in the other case the 

opposite  

In more mumbo-j: what if any sufferer was given such a diagnosis and-or is already the evaluation 

before [in estimation? And or validation] of what level of protection it has. And how is this protection 

verified. If from a social non-just-class based welfare than/en we have the conjoining of such welfare 

with the non-prohibition of a. medicine, That may be evaluated as a literal dis-infection; and a new term 

of dysfunction; also propagating further now; working dysfunction and so parameter-ing in creation dis-

infection.  

 

Art diagnostics: what is the purpose other than not taking the incorrect medicine; of knowing a pill 

outside of for example a profession [professions] which of course involve-s this for a reason; the 

purpose of such a recognition?  

 

The basic combat lesion –lesson is from the lesion and announced as legion: the noticing of the 

difference of “bottle” count compared to as expected; in this case: the enunciation of overwhelming 

nearly a third times, of the original expected amount [and of course this expectation hopes from the 

outside to the expectation at the known experience of the original amount preferably through practice 
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of use of it; why since then, the habit of noticing it would be more obvious based on what but if not this 

way; then perhaps than as announced by such uh medical and or medical-related professional]  

Continued Know, Basic-[s]: though, a “recall” at least this one is of one hopeful and or effective uh 

medicine as compared to another uh hopeful and or effective uh medicine; the count compared to 

description widens spheres of utilized measure conceptions variating that this information is necessary 

back-ward response to previous mumbo-j  

 

Par[-]connected: 

“leukotriene receptor antagonists (LTRAs)” 

Word diagrams: luke trio ene  

Luke trio e/ne 

Luke Trio ( (when) exists)/ ((when) non-exists) 

Then the pattern of what Luke is actually criminological-ly or through some other or multiple streams 

verified in meaning 

The obvious might be another breakdown  

Such as eu kl but I’m not sure I think kl is usually kg or something so eu lk (maybe) in any case, can be 

left off and verified at the bold line … i.e.,  

Might further verify what “(LTRAs)” get pattern-ed to mean more-so, explaining possible uh …   


